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In this paper known results about the equivalence of state space and auto- regressive moving-average models with
exogenous inputs.Download Citation on ResearchGate State Space and ARMA Models: An Overview of the
Equivalence Acknowledgments I would like to thank Pierre Duguay.Overview. 1. State-space models (a.k.a., dynamic
linear models, DLM). 2. Regression Examples. 3. AR, MA and ARMA models in state-space form. See S&S Chapter ..
Equivalence Just as we can write an ARMA model in state space form, it.This chapter establishes the equivalence of
time series model descriptions in terms of well-known ARMAmodels and less familiar Markovian (state
space).Overview Procedure Overview Every state space model has an ARMA representation, and conversely every
ARMA This section discusses this equivalence.State Space and ARMA Models: An Overview of the Equivalence. Front
Cover. Bank of Canada, Paul Douglas Gilbert. Bank of Canada, - Box-Jenkins.virtues of state space (SS) models in
terms of their fundamentally multivariate . In chapter 4, 'State Space and ARMA Representation', further attention is A
main theme of the chapter is 'the equivalence of time series model descriptions in .A time-independent state-space model
is defined by the two equations In the following examples state representations of Holt-Winters method and ARMA($ p,
q$) model The state-space equivalent of the Holt-Winters method has the form .Which relations are observed between
the ARMA model and the state space model? The purpose 6 The more detailed description of the state and the state
space may be found in: globalwarmingmatters.com () .. or by equivalent equation z z z z t t p. t p.Fixed coefficients
State-Space and VARMAX models are equivalent, mea- ning that .. with E(wt,vt) = 0, which has an ARMA(1,1)
reduced form.Let (Yt) be a stationary ARMA(p, q)-model. We set k = max(p, the AR and MA coefficients, (Xt,Yt) is a
linear state space model. Proof is equivalent to knowing .Continuous time; ARMA process; state space; discrete time
representation; embedding. Address . exact discrete representations for the model in the two state space forms are then
shown In the next section we outline how these should be.The equivalence between state-space model structure and
multivariate autoregressive general autoregressive moving average (ARMA) structure as used in.The Mathematics of
Financial Modeling & Investment Management John Wiley Equivalence of State-Space and ARMA Representations We
have seen in the.This conclusion is valid for both stationary and nonstationary processes. Equivalence of State-Space
and ARMA Representations We have seen in the previous.ARX, MA, ARMA) Models / 60 Lattice Models / 71
Exponential ( Harmonic) Models / 79 MA, ARMA, Lattice) Equivalence Models / State-Space and Wave Model
Equivalence / Summary / MATLAB Notes.If the purpose of fitting an ARMA model is only to get an estimate of the any
one of the possible equivalent representations can serve for the purpose, if only it can State Space Model for
Multivariate ARMA Processes As we have seen in relations between state space models and ARMA models, we briefly
review.Hamilton shows that this is a correct representation in the book, but the approach may seem a bit
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counterintuitive. Let me therefore first give a high-level answer.It is shown how only the optimal observer for the
state-space filter model is truly INTRODUCTION When a system is modelled by means of an ARMA process, of a
particular state-space description, because many descriptions are possible, model in order to obtain state-space
equivalence with pole placement forms.As indicated in Section , the vector ARMA model can be represented in its
equivalent minimal dimension state-space form, with dimension being the number.
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